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About This Content

Preview the Crimzon Clover Arranged Soundtrack!

Celebrating the great support of Crimzon Clover's players, we are proud to bring you the Arranged Soundtrack for Crimzon
Clover! This is a re-imagining of the original Crimzon Clover soundtrack by Locomalito's Gryzor87 (composer of arcade games

Hydorah and Maldita Castilla). Elements of classic shmup soundtracks mix with Crimzon Clover's signature sound to create a
new audio experience.

Contents of the AST include:

25 new audio tracks integrated in game, featuring re-imagined music for all menus, stages, and boss battles. Simply
enable the AST from the sound settings and enjoy new music while you play!

Composed to suit the action: all music has been painstakingly arranged to fit the action of the game perfectly and
provide a great play experience.

All tracks are also provided in CD-quality lossless audio, plus 10 unused bonus tracks! Headphones enthusiasts will
enjoy the best quality audio. Tracks will be downloaded to your Crimzon Clover Steam folder.
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Album art and track listing from Locomalito are included.

Long live the shmups!
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Thes best shooter ever made, and the easily the best Rainbow Six ever made to date. This supersedes the "wannabe" R6 titles
including Lockdown, Vegas 1, 2 and Siege. Ever since Ubisoft Paris took over the series, it has been a joke.. A bad remake of
spy hunter. Takes all the simplicity of the loved Pako and throws in all away. Thanks for ruining the name Pako! Tree Men
Games can't even fix bugs on their mobile version much less Steam Pako and now they wanna make a game in a completely new
direction. Sounds like Jesse doesn't know how to manage his team! Update Android Pako with last vehicle used is first available
like previous versions, and low camera angle and fix gamepad support on Steam Pako as it has serious bugs and an auto spin
glitch where the user can't turn their vehicle! Then maybe a sequel is up your alley.. This game is SO CLOSE to being perfect. It
is a 10 chapter escape game and, as an escape game, it is top notch. The graphics would be great except it is Too Dark in a lot of
places and there are no controls in the game to correct this.
I found a bug in chapter 9 but getting Any Response from the developers is Impossible. Tried to contact them for weeks with
No Response.
But, that being said, you can always start a chapter over which will reset everything and, hopefully, you will get a different set of
circumstances that will let you complete the chapter. (That worked for me)
About starting a chapter over: You Cannot save a chapter once you start it. The game will automatically save the game after you
complete each chapter. SO, if you are in the middle of a chapter and close the game, everything will be lost and you will have to
start that chapter from the beginning when you play again. BUT....And This Is Important...Any notes that you had from the
chapter that you didn't finish should be thrown away because Each Time You Start A Chapter Everything Will Change (lock
numbers, key locations, etc. etc.)
Now that all of the nit-picking is over, I must say that it is really a good game. Well worth the 9 bucks that they are asking.
The puzzles make sense and aren't far fetched nonsense that you would need a walk-through to finish. However if you Do Look
At A Walk-Through, you will knock yourself in the head because you will immediately realize that you didn't really need the
walk-through in the first place if you would have just taken some more time to....think. All of the information needed to solve
each chapter is actually IN each chapter.
Take your time.
If you have an old brain like mine, keep a notepad handy.
And then settle in for a Really Good Escape Adventure.
If you like escape settings and puzzles than order this immediately. Like I said earlier: "Nine Bucks!" and I'm already over 12
hours into it.
. Great puzzle game!
If you love Portal and Portal 2, you will love this game aswell!
Gateways is a lot harder then Portal or Portal 2!

It's a lot of fun
9\/10.  2D fighting game mixing traditional Anime style + King of Fighters style system mechanics
TLDR: Fun game, nice atmosphere, cool characters.  King of Fighters-esque system mechanics.

 Do the super, get big damage
 Helpful character specific banners on the sides of the game window containing your characters special moves
and supers.
 Interesting characters, though the roster is small, so you might have trouble finding someone you click with
 Poor translation work. You get the gist of it, but it looks to be written by a child, lol. [*\/]
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I used to have a review for this, but I decided it needed a second, more detailed look.
"Party" of Sin is an appropriate name, as it is clearly meant for a group of friends. Solo, the game is barely playable. Puzzles
require quickly swapping back and forth between characters, and there are seven to manage, which is pretty difficult solo,
especially if you're trying to get one of the time trials. However, it's local co-op only. No online play. Not even LAN. Local
only.
The keyboard controls are almost impossible to manage. The game was clearly made with a controller in mind. Unfortunately,
the controller controls can't be rebinded, so hopefully you like the ones they give you. Which you shouldn't, because they're
nonsensical.
My biggest gripe with this game is a pretty petty one, but it's a huge pet peeve of mine. All the depictions of the seven deadly
sins are based on the perpetrators of the sins: Wrath is an angry demon, Pride is a handsome dude, Sloth is a lazy girl, etc...
except, obviously, Lust, who is a scantily-clad woman with a whip. I'm kind of sick of seeing this in every modern depiction of
the seven deadly sins. Either have them all be the perpetrators, or all be the victims. Stop making Lust the only exception for
tittilating to the hetero male market. And this is from someone who likes playing the hot female characters in things. It's blatant
pandering, and it gets completely ignored.
If you have a friend or two and a bunch of controllers, it can be a fun puzzle platformer for a few hours. But otherwise, I'd stick
to vandalizing churches.
4\/10, I don't know anyone at this party and the host isn't old enough to serve booze.. A great game with a nice sense of humor and
most importantly really well designed puzzles.

Definitely recommended for every fan of puzzle games.. Great music game if you like DJ Max.. Total bare bones here. So far it
only shows potential without showing much else. I wandered around a bit. Got eaten a few times. Felt very paranoid at every little
sound, which was a good thing.

I'll thumb it up for now based on the potential. Will update this review as the game updates.. Good thing it's free because this is the
most bare minimum I've ever seen something labeled as dlc. 1ea epic rune for each weapon to make the game easier(if you still
haven't beaten this masterpiece) and a reskin for Talion.

*Elven Grace(sword): 50% chance to reduce melee damage by 50%
*Ascendant(bow): Reduce focus depletion rate by 50% (I actually already had this one)
*One With Nature(dagger): Immune to poison

ps. I noticed it may have lagged my game but I'm still going to recommend since it's freely added on so it can be freely turned off.. I
laughed a whole bunch and had a really nice time. Super nice antedote to a mad stressful day.
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